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Prices are subject to change and are recommended retail prices without VAT.  

When ordering, please seek a formal quotation from Kersten UK or an authorised Kersten Dealer.



Machine hire price list

Day Extra Day Weekend Week

Kersten 2100 hydraulic power unit 

9hp Honda engine with recoil start and implement quick attach  system. 

Attachments may be disconnected for improved access. 

£95 £60 £150 £250

Sweeper attachment 100cm sweeper, collector and 40cm gulley 

brush  

For general sweeping and light moss removal. Brush may be angled left 

and right. Suitable for hard, grass and artificial sports surfaces. Sweeper 

may be disconnected for improved site access. 

£55 £30 £80 £150

Gulley brush 40cm hired with above sweeper Free of charge

Collector box 100cm hired with above sweeper Free of charge

Sports separation collector 82cm  

For helping to clean debris from artificial surfaces. Filters sand or rubber 

through a mesh, redistributing clean infill back to the surface. 

£10 £5 £15 £40

Snow plough attachment 100cm blade with urethane cutting 

edge. 

The SCHN Range is light weight and easy to handle on a smaller tractor 

with front linkage or lift arms. The sprung blade protection prevents 

damage from contact with street furniture and other objects, ensuring 

the plough lasts for many seasons.

£30 £20 £40 £95

Weedbrush attachment 40cm hydraulic drive  

With 8 steel wire mixture brushes suitable for removing subborn moss 

form block paving joints and surfaces. May be used on tarmac with 

extreme care. Warning - wire brushes may leave scratch marks on the 

surface. 

£75 £40 £90 £180

Folding sports brush attachment  

2.5 metre working width. For levelling, grooming and presentation of 

artificial sports turf. Folds to 1.1m for transport. Includes storage stand 

and weight tray. 

£30 £20 £40 £95

Delivery / collection up to 30 miles is £2 per mile each way with a minimum charge of £15.00 plus vat.   

All prices quoted exclude works. Please check for availability. All prices are subject to VAT.  

Note: When two or more attachments are hired at once, the cheapest implement is 50% off.

K2100 power unit and attachments



KERSTEN WEEDO II PROTOTYPE BEING TESTEDKM 15045 M Sweeper fitted to an Iseki SF370

Day Extra Day Weekend Week

Kersten UBS16 power unit

Hydraulic power unit with fingertip control powered steering and  

independent mechanical power take off. Automatic diff lock. 14hp 

Vanguard engine with recoil start and implement quick attach system. 

Attachments may be disconnected for improved access.

£110 £70 £180 £300

Front sweeping machine 100cm working width (overall width 

109cm) Mechanically driven sweeper with manual angling, for the tough 

jobs. Fully adjustable for height and angle. Suitable for sweeping hard 

and soft surfaces including artificial sports surfaces. Suitable with all UBS 

models. Quick-Attach70M system. Weight 60kg. 

£60 £40 £90 £150

Weedbrush attachment

Heavy duty 60cm mechanical drive Weedbrush with 10 replaceable steel 

wire mixture brushes for removing stubborn weeds and moss from block 

paving joints and surfaces and redressing overgrown path edges. Includes 

brush wear. 

£80 £60 £100 £195

Flail mower attachment

90cm cutting width. Adjustable for height 25mm-100mm. Great versatile 

heavy duty mower that will mow grass to a good standard and cope with 

organic material up to 50mm diameter. 

£80 £60 £100 £195

ZRA series rotary mower 

The ZRA is a professional side discharge rotary mower for the care and 

maintenance of lawns in parks and gardens. The ZRA features a double 

height adjustment system that ensures a perfect, uniform cut.  It features 

an oil bath gearbox with freewheel and safety key for efficient operation - 

greatly reducing down time from common wearing items like belts.

n/a n/a n/a £295

Gravel path renovation attachment

Working width 85cm. For removal of weeds and roots on gravel, Redgra 

and other self binding surfaces. Fully adjustable depth control. This 

attachment rejuvenates weed bound gravel type surfaces by freeing the 

roots of the weed from the filling and leaving them loose on the surface to 

be raked or blown. 

n/a n/a n/a £295

Snow plough attachment 100cm blade with urethane cutting 

edge. 

The SCHN range is light weight and easy to handle on a smaller tractor 

with front linkage or lift arms. The sprung blade protection prevents 

damage from contact with street furniture and other objects, ensuring the 

plough lasts for many seasons.

£30 £20 £40 £95

UBS power unit and attachments



Machine hire price list
Delivery / collection up to 30 miles is £2 per mile each way with a minimum charge of £15.00 plus vat.  

All prices quoted exclude works. Please check for availability. All prices are subject to VAT. 

Note: When two or more attachments are hired at once, the cheapest implement is 50% off.

Day Extra Day Weekend Week

Kersten HF600 heavy duty rotary cultivator

60cm working width. 18cm maximum depth. Featuring Honda 13hp 

engine with all hydraulic drive for the heaviest applications. Variable 

speed transmission to wheels and rotor. Can deal with house bricks. 

£95 £70 £180 £295

Weedo II 

The Weedo II is a dedicated weedbrush for moss and weed removal 

in areas such as social housing and is ideal for contractors covering 

many small sites. Hire customers really appreciate the simplicity and 

compact design.

£95 £60 £150 £250

HyCut 

The remote control mower with true hybrid drive. This machine is for 

contractors and councils looking to safely cut vegetation on steep 

slopes and uneven terrain, without putting the operator at risk.

n/a n/a n/a £1000

Eco Weedkiller SP3 

Eco Weedkiller offers new technology for weed control based on hot 

water. The water is heated via electricity and then kept warm in an  

insulated tank. The device will keep its warmth (more than 100 

degrees celsius) for at least eight hours after disconnecting the power. 

n/a n/a n/a £595

HOAF Weedair 50i

This burner has a working width of 500 mm and is most suited to 

maintain weeds on hard surfaces without the use of herbicides on 

paths and open areas, by using heated air.

n/a n/a n/a £120

Ripagreen mobility kit

The Ripagreen mobility kit is a backpack mounted thermal lance kit for 

weed management. It is Ideal for treating areas that are more difficult 

to get to, such as social housing gardens, steps and cemeteries. The 

mobility kit goes wherever you do.

n/a n/a n/a £75

Kersten Single Use Pedestrian Machines



Day Extra Day Weekend Week

The Kersten WE 110 

The Kersten WE 110 is available as an attachment for compact 

tractors. This gravel path renovator has a working width of 1100 

mm and uses specially shaped knives to remove weeds from the 

gravel and de-compact the surface to allow better drainage

n/a n/a n/a £400

HK130PH Kombi Grader

The Kombi Grader is used for the inexpensive, effective  

maintenance and new construction of waterbound (compacted) 

paths, field paths, hiking trails and cycle paths, construction roads 

or country lanes. It is suitable for spreading and extracting a wide 

range of bulk materials such as gravel, crushed stone, grand, 

chippings or sand.

n/a n/a n/a £695

Iseki tractor

The premium economy range of tractors feature high horse power 

and simple controls making them excellent value for money. TLE 

tractors can be used on a wide range of applications, from  

smallholders to sport pitches where budget is tight but you don’t 

want to compromise on quality and horse power.

n/a n/a n/a £400

HKM 15040 sweeper

Sweeper 150cm rear mounted sweeper for sub-compact tractors, 

compact tractors and small utility tractors with CAT1 three point 

linkage and a suitable rear 540rpm PTO drive to power the sweeper. 

Tractor power between 20-40hp.

n/a n/a n/a £350

Lehner Polaro 170 spreader

The universal spreader attachment for all vehicles with a 12 V 

connection for the targeted and homogeneous spreading of salt, 

grit, sand, and even fertiliser

n/a n/a n/a £250

Tractor Mounted Products
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